《I'm The supreme Fairy King》
Chapter 165: Stealing Their Entrance
Pol turned to his players before pushing through the line and taking them forcibly to
the inside after bypassing everyone.
"Pathetic… a loser will only be a loser no matter what he did," Rana sneered while
watching what he just did. "Now you know your next opponent and know how hard
this game will be. Yet I have total faith in our victory tonight. So forget anything you
heard and focus only on the game."
"Aye Aye coach," the team players all shouted in unison while she nodded to Jim. He
knew he was the real reason behind all that enmity, but also was happy for the lashes
Pol received from her.
And so he nodded back to her while realizing the size of his task tonight. 'Losing isn't
an option,' he kept saying to himself as many things were at stake tonight over the
result of this game.
"Stand here, please."
One of the workers of the stadium said while guiding the team to stand before the
closed doors of the stadium. Rana stood at the forefront as usual followed by Jim then
Rick, Kro, Deno, then others.
And on the other side of this walkway stood the other team. Jim glanced at Pol who
stood there in a very confident way like he already won the game.

Next the door opened and two teams came, and strangely both were silent. There was
no one laughing or celebrating.
"They have a tie," Rana simply said while the team glanced at the two teams walking
out of the field, "and it seems this isn't a good thing for them."

She then turned to the door before adding, "let's go, it's our time to shine."

"Aye aye coach," the team all shouted in unison except for Jim who only sneered at
Pol. He felt Pol was preparing something for him inside, yet he wasn't worried.
"And here comes my boy, the one who created a legendary name for himself… please
welcome the amazing Faire- es –es –es –esse!"
Just as Rana stepped outside the door, the voice of the commentator rumbled in
excitement making Jim smile.
"Let's go," Rana said before starting to jump towards the flying field, and the rest
followed.
"Their opponent for this game is none other than the other team with the odds to join
the ace league. One win and one draw against two straight wins… let's welcome the
two amazing teams and this will be a very great game."
As the team landed over the ground, the cheer squad of the team appeared. Jim noticed
the presence of many new faces, including Moora. On the other side, the kraken team
brought up nymph girls, not less beautiful than Jim's cheering girls.
Then a team holding large drums appeared. Without the need to ask, these krakens
belonged to the other team.
And instantly a cheering battle erupted!
"Dum… Dum… Dum… Dum…" the krakens started beating their drums in a regular
rhythm while the nymph girls started to sway with their bodies before clapping in a
regular ascending rhythm.
"We are the mightiest."
"We are the strongest."
"We are the victories."
"We are the Sensators."
Suddenly the girls started to shout and dance all over the place.
"Damn!" Rick couldn't help but point at these girls, "they stole our cheering song and
entrance!"
"Humph… shameless even in front of everyone," Rana sneered, "don't worry, the

game won't be won by the cheering squad but with you."
Yet the team was enraged while watching the other team's cheering squad mimicking
every single move and cheer of their own.
"And this is interesting… the Sensators are performing the same entrance we used to
see from the Fairesse girls… What will happen now? What the Fairesse girls will do in
front of this shameless daylight steal?"
The commentator said in a very dejected tone, yet it seemed what happened here
wasn't against the rules.
"We are the Sensators," at last the girls finished their performance with this group
singing as they lacked someone like Saga.
"At least they don't have the angelic voice of that Twisex girl. Please applaud those
thieves and show them what they deserve," the commentator suddenly said, and next
the audience started to boo the team and their cheering squad.
"And now… it's the turn of our beloved girls," as the other team got what they
deserved, Jim's girls moved in towards the side of the pitch under the watchful gazes
of everyone.
Despite their earlier rage, the entire team felt slightly better when the audience didn't
appreciate such theft and gave Pol and his team what they deserved fair and square.
"Snap."
"Snap."
"Snap."
All of sudden the girls stood in three lines while snapping their fingers. The entire
stadium ushered under strange silence, as the audience waited for the next
performance.
"Oh oh oh oh yeah," Saga moved slowly towards the forefront while the girls behind
started to clap with her amazing vocals.
"Yeah yeah oh oh oh yeah," she kept showing off her amazing vocals before all of
sudden the girls behind started to jump.
And then a team of three flying girls appeared all of sudden coming from the sky
above the entire stadium.

They were phoenix girls. With long and slender red feathered wings they started to
land gracefully while holding musical instruments; one drum, one violin, and one
small piano-like instrument.
Then the amazing music started to play in rapid rhythm.
"Oh oh oh yeah… we are here, oh oh oh, we came to play, yeah yeah yeah," and Saga
started to sing at a faster pace while the girls behind kept jumping and dancing.
"We came to play… oh yeah yea… we came to win… yeah yeah… no one will stop
us… oh oh oh… we will conquer all… yeah yeah oh oh… the league is ours… yeah
oh oh yeah… the ace league is ours… yeah yeah yeah… and our ace is the reason…
yeah yeah oh oh yeah."

